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ABSTRACT
We prove a Volume-Area Inequality for quasiregular mappings which extends the familiar Ahlfors
Cartwright Length-Area Inequality for analytic functions. Using the Volume-Area Inequality, we derive a
distortion theorem, and some boundary behaviour for a special case, when the mappings are mean
p-valent in volume with an empty branch set.
1. Notation and terminology
Notation and terminology are in general as in [5]; in particular for x e U" we
n
write x = YJ xiei where ex,..., en are the coordinate unit vectors in U". For a e U"
i= 1
and r > 0, we write B"{a, r) = {x e U": \x-a\ < r}, B"(r) = B"(0, r), B" = B"(l),
S"-l(a,r) = dBn{a,r), S"-X(r) = dBn{r) and S""1 = dB".
The Lebesgue measure of a set A c U" is written as mn{A);
con_, =mM.1(S"-1) , Qn = mn(B»).
We denote by ^"" 'Mhe (n-l)-plane, Ul"-l) = {xeW:xn = 0}.
For p a positive integer, A c 1R", and t > 0 we write
where the infimum is taken over all countable coverings of A by sets Aj with
d'm(Aj) < t. The normalized p-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure of A is defined
as
Hp{A} = lim H"{A, t}. ( 1 . 1 )
f-0
The closure A, the boundary 3A and the complement CA of a set A in IR" are
taken with respect to U".
When writing / : D -> W, we assume throughout that D is a domain in U", f is
continuous , and n ^ 2.
If A a D, y e U" and B a U", we define the following multiplicity (possibly
infinite) functions:
N(BJ, A) ^ sup N(y,f, A),
N(f) = N{U",f, D).
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If f:D-*M" is sense-preserving, discrete and open, every x e D has arbitrarily
small normal neighbourhoods U (that is, domains U with 0 a D,
f(d(U)) = d(f(U)) and U n / ~ ' ( / ( x ) ) = {x}) with connected complement in U"
[5; 2.9].
The local topological index of / at a point xeD, denoted by i{x,f), may be
defined as
i(x,f) = N(f,U) (1.2)
where U is any normal neighbourhood for x [5; Theorem 2.12]. Finally, we define
n(y,f,D)= X i(x,f). (1.3)
The branch set, denoted by Bf, is the set of points where / fails to be a local
homeomorphism at any neighbourhood of those points.
2. Quasiregular mappings
A mapping / : D -> W is said to be quasiregular (qr) if
(i) / is ACL" (that is, / is locally absolutely continuous on almost all line
segments parallel to the coordinate axes, and its partial derivatives belong to
(ii) there exists a constant K ^ 1 such that
|/'(x)|" ^KJ(x,f) a.e. in D .
( df- YHere / ' = -r1- is the formal derivative of / , |/'(x)| denotes the supremum
\dxjjij=i
norm of the linear operator f'(x) and J{x,f) = det/'(x). A mapping f:D-> U" is
said to be quasiconformal (qc) if / is qr and injective. We denote by K,{f),
K0(f) and K(f), respectively, the inner, outer, and maximal dilatation of / , and
/(/ ' (x))= inf |/ '(x)-/i|;see[5].
3. A volume-area inequality
In this section we present an inequality which relates the n-dimensional measure
of a domain D of a quasiregular mapping and the (n— 1) dimensional measure of
certain subsets of D.
LEMMA 3.1. Let f\D = W,n^ 2, be a K-quasiregular mapping. Then
(i) | / | is absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli on D (for the definition see
[11; 2.2]); or equivalent^ \f\ e ACL1;
(ii) for every measurable set A such that mn(A) = 0,
H"-l{xGA:\f(x)\ = R} = 0 ,
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for almost every R > 0. Especially when A = Bf,
Hn-l{xeBf:\f(x)\ = R} = 0,
for almost every R > 0.
Proof (i) This follows immediately from the definitions,
(ii) By [11; Theorem 2.2.1], as \f\ e ACL1 we get
f
|V|/||dmn = J H"-l{\f\- 1{R) n A}dml(R)
J oA
As mn(A) = 0 we get that
o
thus Hn'l{xeA: |/(x)| = R] = 0 for almost every R.
Definition 3.1. Let / : D -> W, n ^ 2, be a continuous mapping. For every
R > 0 the mean inverse radius I(R) is defined by
/(/*) = /(R,/,D) = \ H"-l{xsD:\f(x)\ = R}} . (3.1)
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a domain in U", n ^ 2, and /et / : D -• W be a
K-quasiregular mapping. Then
1
 ' ' n(y,f,D)dA(y)), (3.3)
cOn-iR"-1
n(y,/, D) is as defined in (1.3) and dA is an element of spherical measure of S" l(R).
The integrand is taken to be zero ifp(R) = oo or I(R) = 0; especially we obtain that
I(R) < oo for almost every Rfor which p(R) < oo.
Proof. To begin with, we prove the theorem for two particular cases.
Case I, in which the following hold. The domain D is an n-dimensional cube;
/ ^ 0; j'D lies in a cone C, where C = {x e W : (x, e) > |x|(V2/2), e e 5"" 1 } ; (x, y) is
n
the inner product £ x,y,-; / is qc and has a homeomorphic extension to D, which
;= I
we denote again by / .
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Let h: W -* U" be a rectifying diffeomorphism which sends sections
Sn~l{R) njD = E'R into (n-l)-planes parallel to ( x e R " : x n = 0}. We can write h
as the composition h = h2 o ht where hl is a rotation of the cone C to the cone
{{R,(f),d1,...,dn.2)GUn:i < 7c/4} w h e r e {R,(f),dl,...,dn_2) a r e s p h e r i c a l
coordinates. The mapping h2 is given by
h 2 ( R , <j), e , , . . . , e n _ 2 ) = (R/COS 0 , <t>, e l t . . . , e n _ 2 ) .
Now from Agard [1; p. 44] we can show that for almost every R,
H"-l{f~l oh~l{F)} < oo for all compact F c £ J = h{E'R). Write ER =f-l{E'R};
then by Gehring [2; Lemma 6], for almost every R
where
/ /(f f ) V \ 1 / 2
U i'\ —
" \ M < 1 2 <
Furthermore, for almost every R the mapping / " * o h~l is differentiable mn_x a.e. in
E'R, as h is a diffeomorphism. Therefore
£'R E'K
which implies by Holder's inequality, the definition of p{R,f,D) and the
quasiconformality of /
MU'iy1*/^)11 = [/Jfl-1(E«)]||/('I~1) ^
J v
E'R £'R
Applying Fubini's theorem and [10; 33.3], we find
K
0
K0{f-')J{yJ-')dmn
JT> fD
= K,(f)mn(D). (3.4)
This completes the proof of Case 1.
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Case II, when Bf = 0 and /=/= 0. We may assume that mn{D) < oo. We can
divide the domain D by planes parallel to the coordinate axes into "half open"
n-dimensional cubes Dv, v = 1,2,..., such that D = \J Dv and DvnDfl = 0 for
v ^ p. Moreover, since / is a local homeomorphism, we may assume that the
division of D into cubes Dv is sufficiently fine such that /|0-- is one to one for every v.
We can also assume that each Dv lies in a cone as described in Case I. Let Dv be one
of the covering cubes and let (Dv),-, i = 1,2,...,2,,, denote the (n-l)-dimensional
faces of Dv, and Mvi{R) =f-l(Sn'l{R)) n (/)„),•. By Lemma 3.1, as m,,((Dv),) = 0,
for almost every R we have Hn~l{MVJ{R)} = 0. Thus, for almost every R
I(R)"-1 = £ I(RJ,D,rx (3-5)
V = 1
and
p(R)= £ p(RJ,D,). (3.6)
v = 1
We have also
mn(D)= t mnW- ( 3 - 7 )
V = 1
Then Holder's inequality, applied to the non-zero terms in (3.5-3.7) yields
I(R)"-1 = £ I(RJ,DV)"-1
V = I
(n-l)/n
and therefore
- n\M/(n-i) ^ L
Integrating from zero to oo and applying (3.4) to each of the cubes Dv, we have
00 00
• (oH-,{1{R,f,DJ)n a
^ . (^ ) < K,(f)mH(D)
>• = i
This completes the proof of Case II.
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We now turn to the general case. Let Do = D\Bf\f~l{0}. Then the assertion
of the theorem holds for/0 = / | D o , by II. Since mn{f~l{0)) = 0 and mn{Bf) = 0 [5],
we have mn{D0) = mn{D). By Lemma 3.1
H»-i{f-i(S"-l(R))nBf} = 0
for almost every R, and therefore it will follow that I{R,f, D) = I{R,f, Do). From the
fact that A(f{Bf) n S""1^)) = 0 it follows that p{R,f, Do) = p{R,f, D) for almost
every R. With this (3.1) follows for a general / .
Remark (i). For plane analytic functions Theorem 3.1 reduces to the familiar
theorem of Ahlfors and Cartwright [3; Theorem 2.1]. For plane qc mappings, this
result is given in [9; Chapter XII].
Remark (ii). When this manuscript was completed, Prof. F. W. Gehring
suggested a shorter proof for Theorem 3.1 based on the Co-Area formula in [11].
4. Volume mean p-valent mapping
Definition 4.1. Let / : D -*• U", n ^ 2, be a sense-preserving, discrete and open
mapping; / is said to be mean p-valent in volume if
R
(o(R) = to(R, D,f)= f p(p)d(p") ^ pR", (4.1)
o
where p(p) is as defined in (3.3).
We can write
p(R) = p + h(R")
where p is a positive number. We can also write
R
CD{R) = pRn + h{pn)d{pn) = p
o
With this notation we can obtain the following Lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. With the above notation
dp
. *2 1 H(R"2)
/* n ( n l n(n-l)pR"2 p(n-l)
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Proof. It is clear that for every p, h(p") ^  — p whenever p(p) ^  0. If
— p < h(p") < 0 we have
1 1 1
(n-i)pj p(np)ll{n-l)\ (n-l)p
( x \
since (1 +x)"1/(""1) ^ 1 for - 1 < x < 0. If Ji(Pn) ^ («-l)P it is trivial
that V n l j
h(p") ~j
"(n-l)pj'
If 0 ^ Ai(p") < (n-l)pthen
"
11
 " p(np)1/("-1} " V («-l)p/p(np)1/("-l )
and therefore (4.2) holds for every p. Integration by parts yields the lemma.
We would like to apply Theorem 3.1 to quasiregular mappings; a main tool for
our application will be the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.2. For a > 0 and r > 0 let G and G(a) denote the following infinite and
truncated cylinders, respectively, in cylindrical coordinates:
Gr(a) = {{z,p,6l,...,6n_2):0 ^ p < a, -a < z < r + a} .
Let Er denote the line segment Er = {ten: 0 < t ^ r). Let h:G-+ W\{0} be a K-qr
mapping with \h(0)\ = Ry and \h{ren)\ = R2. Let RY ^ R ^ R2.
(i) If h is K-qr with Bh = 0 and n ^ 3, then
/ /"- !{xeG: | f i (x) | = R] > H^^x 6 Gr{a): \h{x)\ = R} ^ C(n,K)an-1
(4.3)
where C(n, K) is a positive constant depending on n and K.
(ii) If h is K-qr and n = 2, then
Hl{xeG:\h(x)\ = R} ^  2a.
Proof, (i) Fix R e \_RU i?2]; h is qr and hence continuous, and since Er is
connected, there exists a point £ e Er such that \h{t)\ = R.
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If h is qr with Bh = 0, and n ^ 3, it follows that h is injective in the ball B"(£, b)
where b = a- \j/(n, K). Here, \j/(n, K) is the universal radius of injectivity for the
locally K-qc mapping in B", n ^ 3 (see [7]). Now we may apply [2; Theorem 2] to
that ball and find
H"-l{xeG:\h{x)\ = R} > H^^xe Bn{Z,b): \h{x)\ = R}
and (4.3) follows.
(ii) As in case (i) there exists a point t, e Er such that \h(Q\ = R. There also exists
one component of {x e G : \h(x)\ = R} that passes through <!;. As h : G -*• IR"\{0} this
component will go to the boundary of Gr(a), and therefore (ii) is trivial.
Remark. It is reasonable to conjecture that (4.3) is true for general qr mappings,
as it is not hard to prove that for general qr mappings H"~1{XGG: \h(x)\ = R} > 0,
but an argument of covering by balls where the mapping is qc does not work.
THEOREM 4.1. Let f: B" -> fR"\{0} be a mean p-valent in volume K-qr mapping.
(i) Ifn ^ 3 and Bf = 0, then
where c is a positive constant depending on n and K.
(ii) Ifn = 2 then
Proof. Write R1 = | /(0)| and R2 = |/(x)|. (i) We assume that R1 < R2 (the
argument for the other case is the same), and also that x = ren. Let T be a Mobius
transformation with T{B") = H+ = {x e W: xn > 0}, 7(0) = en and such that the
line segment
Er = { x e B " : 0 ^ x n < r , Xj = 0 , j = l , 2 , . . . , n - l }
is mapped onto the line segment
T(E) = {ten:l < t < [(l +
r i i
We define a mapping g of H+ onto the cylinder G = <x e U": £ xf < 1 > by
I J
M l 5 - , 0n-2) = (z, r, 0 l 5 . . . , 0n_2),
1 1 sin^)
z =
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where z,r,Qx,...,Qn_2 are cylindrical coordinates in G, 0 ^ r < 1;
0 ^ &i < In, i = 1, 2,. . . , n — 2 and where R,4>,0i,...,0n_2 are spherical
coordinates in tf+. Here 0 ^ (j) < n/2 is measured from en, and 0 ^ 0, < 2n,
1 = \,2,...,n-2. Then g(T{0)) = 0 and
Then h = / o T ' 1 og~l\G is qr with Bh = 0 if/ is so; |/i(0)| = |/(0)| = R, and
It is not hard to see that K,(g~l) =
 N/2; then by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.2, for
a = 1 we obtain
By Lemma 4.1 we obtain
Thus
and the right-hand side of the inequality in (i) follows immediately. In order to find
the lower bound in (i) and (ii), we take h of where h is a composition of two
inversions, the first in the sphere S"~l and the second in the plane xn = 0. The
composition h of is qr with K,(h of) = K,{f); as h is conformal,
h of: B" -> R"\{0} satisfies the same conditions as / and thus
M(r, h of) = Max \h of(z)\ = l/m(r,/)
|i| = r
where m{r,f) = Min \f(z)\ and we get the lower bound from the upper bound.
For the case when n = 2 we use the argument which is used in the case of
analytic functions (see [3; Theorem 2.2]), together with Theorem 3.1, and obtain our
claim.
Using appropriate n-dimensional notation one can obtain an n-dimensional
version of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of [3]. With the help of these lemmas one can obtain
the following theorem.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let f:B" -> U" be a K-qr mapping with n{Q,f,B") = q < oo.
Then there exists rl e [0,1/2] with Rx = Min |/(z)| > 0, such that the following
statements hold for every re{rl,l). |r| = r>
(i) Ifn $5 3 with Bf = 0 then
dR f. 1
(ii) Ifn = 2 then
//ere /?2 = Max |/(x)|, C is a positive constant depending only on n and K, and B, E
M = r
are positive constants depending on n, K, q and K, q respectively, and q = n(0,f, B").
5. Boundary behaviour of mean p-valent in volume
quasiregular mappings with Bf = 0
Definition 5.1. Let / : Bn - • U" be K-qr. Let aeS"'1; if there exists a path
y: [ 0 , 1 ] - • B~n such that y([0,1)) <= B", y(l) = a, and a positive d such that
then we define the lower order a = a(a) of / at a as
sup \d > 0 : Hm (l - \y(t)\)5\f(y(t))\ > o) .
If no path y and positive <5 exist, we put <x(a) = 0.
Using Holder's inequality instead of Schwarz's inequality one can obtain an
n-dimensional version of Theorem 2.6 of [3], and therefore get the following
n-dimensional version of Theorem 2.7 of [3].
THEOREM 5.1. Let f: B" -*• U" be K-qr and mean p-valent in volume {p > 0). Let
E be the set defined as E = {xe S""1 : a(x) > 0}. Then if n = 2 or n ^ 3 and
Bf = 0, the set E is countable and
Ifn = 2, then C = K,(f), and for n ^ 3, C is a positive constant depending^ only an n
and K.
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